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Abstract: 
This paper investigated various indoor positioning techniques and 
presented a comprehensive study about their advantages and 
disadvantages. Infrared, Ultrasonic and RF technologies are used 
in different indoor positioning systems. RFID positioning systems 
based on RSSI technology are the most recent developments. 
Positioning accuracy was greatly improved by using integrated 
RFID technologies. 
Keywords: RFID, RSSI, GPS, Cricket, Active bat, WaveWLAN, 
triangulation 

1. Introduction 

Indoor positioning systems locate and track objects within 
the buildings and closed enviroments. These systems uses 
wireless concepts, optical trackings or ultrasonic techniques. 
Object detection and tracking is the basis of  many 
applications in survailance and activity recognition. There 
are many solutions developed for position estimation of 
indoor or outdoor objects [1,2].  
Most of these solutions  are based on triangulation and 
multi-lateration methods using light [3,4], ultrasound [5,6], 
or radio signals [7,8,9,10,11]  and they provide  positional 
information.  
There are other  techniques, which  provide  relative 
positioning  such as, inertial methods [12,13]. Un- 
fortunately they accumulate errors in time and  require 
periodic  recalibration. 
In order to position or locate an indoor object; labels, tags, 
or tokens can be used.  
Indoor positioning systems are used to locate  people or 
required objects in large  buildings and in closed areas. For 
example, locating patients in the hospital, finding people 
trapped in a burning building  or   finding workers in a large 
office block are a few applications of  indoor positioning 
systems.  
There are  many positioning systems with different 
architectures to determine the location of  objects. They 
have different accuracies, configurations, and reliabilities.  
Some of the outstanding positioning systems are GPS [14], 
AT&T Cambridge Ultrasonic Bats [3], Microsoft 
Research’s WaveLAN system [15],  Active Badges 
[16] ,Smart Floor from Georgia Tech [17], Radio tags, 
Computer vision systems [18], and cellular phone based 
systems [19]. 

In this study, initially a general overview of GPS system 
was given. Most popular Indoor positioning systems using 
infrared, ultrasonic and RSSI techniques are presented 
together with Computer vision,  cell phone and Integrated 
RFID positioning systems. They are analysed and compared 
with each other. The results were tabulated for the readers.  

2. Positioning systems : 

2.1.  The Global Positioning System (GPS)  

GPS is the most popular  system  to find the location  
and the position of the objects [20]. The worldwide satellite 
network is  used to measure the distances to a great 
accuracy, See Figure 1.  Object locations can be computed 
to within 1 to 5 meters  with this system. But it generally 
does not function  when the receivers are indoors. 
GPS is an outdoor positioning system. It receives signals 
from multiple satellites and employs a triangulation process 
to determine physical locations.  
However High Sensitivity GPS can provide positioning in 
some  indoor locations. Although the signals are heavily 
attenuated and reflected by the building materials, it was 
observed that High Sensitivity GPS receivers can track 
people  through a 3 layers of brick wall. But the positioning 
accuracy is very low. 
 

 

Figure 1 .  Positioning Satellite  in the orbit  (Ref. 20) 
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GPS is made up of three parts: Space, Control and User. 
The Space part is composed of 24 to 32 satellites in medium 
earth orbit. The Control part is composed of a Master 
Control Station and many shared Ground Antennas and 
Monitor Stations. The User part  is composed of hundreds 
of thousands of civil, commercial and scientific users. 
GPS satellites broadcast signals from space to GPS 
receivers to provide 3-D location information  (latitude, 
longitude, and altitude) and precise time. GPS can not 
provide location information for indoor use. This is because 
the Electromagnetic waves will be scattered and attenuated 
by the buildings and outdoor obstacles.  

2.2. Infrared Positioning system: 

Active badges is the  first  indoor location sensing system 
developed by AT&T Cambridge [3]. See Figure 2. A 
miniture  infrared beacon , worn by every person , emits a 
unique code identifier every 15 seconds.  Each location in a 
building covered with a network of IR sensors which detect 
these  transmissions.  
A central server collects this data from fixed IR sensors 
around the building, gathers into a central data bank, and 
the location of the badge (hence its wearer) can thus be 
determined. 
 

 

Figure 2 : Active badges   (Ref. 36) 

2.3. Ultrasonic positioning systems: 

a) Active bats : 
AT&T Cambridge has developed an ultrasonic tracking 
technology which provided a better and more accurate 
indoor positioning then  the previous  Active Badges. Users 
and objects are tagged with ultrasonic tags identified as 
“bats”.The system was described in Reference [21]. These 
bats  emitted periodic ultrasonic signals to receivers 
mounted across the ceiling. This system produced basic 
position data and additional orientation information. See 
Figure 3.  
The problems of using this ultrasonic technique are the 
requirement of  large number of receivers across the 
ceilings and their placements across the ceiling which 
needed  quite sensitive alignments. 

 

    Figure 3:  Active Bat system  (Ref.  36) 

b) Crickets 
It is an ultrasonic positioning system. The Cricket nodes are 
small ultrasonic devices developed by the MIT Laboratories. 
A Cricket unit which is a transmitter/ receiver application 
board is shown in Figure 4. 3D positioning  accuracy of 1–2 
cm is claimed to be reached with this system in an indoor 
environment of 10m3.  
 

 

Figure 4: Cricket unit with sensorboard (ref. 22) 

The Cricket unit can be programmed either as a beacon or 
listener. Real-time tracking can also be done  with an 
update-rate of 1 Hz. The system details are given in [22]. 
c) Dolphin : 
It is an ultrasonic positioning system. “ Distributed Object 
Locating System for Physical space Inter networking” 
(DOLPHIN) is explained in [23] and [24]. The DOLPIN 
system consists of  distributed wireless sensor nodes See 
Figure 5.  
They send and receive RF and ultrasonic signals. These 
nodes are attached to various indoor objects. Using a 
distributed positioning algorithm in the nodes, DOLPHIN 
enables positioning of the objects with minimal manual 
configuration. System claims an accuracy of 2 cm to be 
reached in a room  of 3mx3m  in size. 
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Figure 5 :  Dolphin ultrasonic system (Ref.  23) 

2.4.  RSSI positioning  systems : 

Received Signal Strengh Information (RSSI) was employed 
to estimate the distances between transmitters and receivers. 
Usually RF signals are used [1]. The location of the objects 
are determined  by calculating the distance of the object 
from the transmitters using triangulation or tri-lateration 
techniques. Initially a test run can be accomplished in 
indoors to determine the RSSI database for  various  
transmitters [25].  
The unknown RSSI data set was then compared  with the 
test  database and the best match was obtained. 
One weakness is that the radio signals attenuates  from the 
walls and the receivers perform poorly in indoor 
environment. Typical indoor environment have many walls 
and obstacles which are made of  various materials. As a 
result, RSSI values changes and it becomes unreliable . 
Many sensors  are developed to measure signal strenghts  
and angles of signal orientations. Many algorithms are also 
developed for better signal acquisition and tracking.  
There is  a trend  for integrating various  sensors and data 
sources. They also use the triangulation, trilateration and 
data matching techniques.  
RF signal based systems can be split into WaveLAN, 
UltraWide Band and RFID.    , 
a) WaveLAN wireless networking technology 
A tracking system in the buildings was developed by using 
WaveLAN wireless networking technology [15]. This 
system uses the signal strength and signal to noise ratio 
available from the WaveLAN network interface card (NIC).  
The system triangulates 2D position of an object within a 
building by using either empirical data or a mathematical 
model of indoor radio propagation. Advantages of this 
system are such that it requires few base stations and it uses 
the same general wireless networking in the buildings.  
The disadvantage is that the tracked object must  support a 
WaveLAN Network Interface Card (NIC) .Hence It is  
difficult to use this system in multi-floored buildings.  The 
system claims an accuracy of finding objects to within 3 
meters of their actual  position . 
 
b) Ultra Wide Band technology  
UltraWide band  (UWB)  impulse radio signals  are  

employed for indoor location and tracking [26][27]. The 
system platform was constructed using standard electronics 
components. Designed system allowed fast performance 
evaluation and estimated the time of arrivals (TOA) of 
received pulse signals . These sigtnals were transfered  to a 
server  computer where the location of the transmitter was 
calculated.  
In this system  an indoor object was equipped with an active 
tag and provided accurate position information even in 
multipath propagation environment. [28] The architecture 
of indoor location and tracking system  is shown in Figure 
6 . 
The advantages of the UWB signals are to have high 
temporal resolution  and to provide  accurate TOA 
measurements in multi path environment. 
Transmitted signal has a sequance of short pulses. They 
propagate in the media and received by the  four receivers  
placed in know  positions. Two network interconnect the 
receivers. 
Clock network provides reference clock to all receivers. 
Data network is used for data communication between 
receivers and the PC. Data received  is processed  in the PC  
to analze the TOA of the receiver pulses and the  position of 
the transmitter on the object is determined . The location 
error was below  30% for 95% of all the position 
estimations. 
 

 

Figure 6: Architecture of network based location tracking system  (Ref.  
28) 

c) RFID  technology  
Non contact and non-line-of-site characteristics are the 
advantages of this technology .They can work in high 
speeds and their RF tags can be read in any environment. 
See Figure 7. They are also very cost effective. Some 
popular RFID location finding sytems are called SPOT ON 
[8] and LAND-MARC[26]. They manage 3D location 
sensing based on RSSI. Tags are developed and they 
measured RSSI to calculate inter distance between the tags.  
An RFID system contains RFID readers and tags and a 
communication media between them 
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Figure 8: Jennic active RFID Tag   (Ref. 29) 

 

  Figure 9 : Jennic active RFID reader   (Ref. 29)      

The signal  strength drops with the square of the distance 
between the tag and the antenna ıf there is free space around 
them. In indoor environment the signal levels  drops 
drastically.  
LANDMARC is a succesfull RFID positioning  system [26] 
where an RFID active tag is preprogrammed with an ID to 
 be identified by the readers.See Figure 10. RFID reader has 
8 power levels with level 1 is the shortest and level 8 is the 
longest range.  
Each reader has a predetermined power level which 
corresponds to a certain range  where it can detect RFID 
tags. The readers are placed in known positions dividing the 
region in sub regions.  
The tags as they travel in these subregions can be associated 
with the sub regions. The accuracy of the system depends  
on the number of these readers and their placements. 
LANDMARC increased  the accuracy without placing more 
readers by employing extra fixed location reference tags for 
location calibration. These reference tags become the 
reference points in the system . 
Another indoor positioning  system is called SPOT ON [8]. 
It is  a new tagging technology for 3D location detection 
based on RSS . An embedded hardware system was 
developed named Hydra Microserver. See  Figure 11. 
Hydra has both ethernet and RS232 port and it is used for 
internetworking  task .The interconnecting mixture of 

network and serially connected base stations are shown in 
Figure 12. 

 

Figure 10 : RFID Tag and Reader used in  LANDMARC system. (Ref.  
26) 

 

 

Figure 11:  Hydra microserver (Ref. 8) 

Multiple base stations are used in the system to provide 
RSS measurements. These measurements  are sent  through 
RS232 port via internet  and stored in the server. 
 

 

Figure 12:  Internetwork architecture (Ref. 8) 

The server processor maps the RSS values and using 
triangulation technique [30], determines the precise position 
of the objects.See Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 : Triangulation method  (Ref. 8) 

Once the position is known , A virtual 3D display of the 
indoor environment was constructed to show the location of 
the tags on the objects. This application was built with 
OpenGL.   
RADAR  is another RF based popular system used for 
locating and tracking objects or people in indoors [11]. The 
system records and processes the signal strength 
information received from base stations. These stations  are 
positioned to provide overlapping coverage of the area of 
interest.  It uses signal propagation modelling to estimate 
the object location to a great accuracy. Signal strength  
information collected at multiple receiver locations were 
triangulated to find the user coordinates. This triangulation 
was made using emperical approaches and computations of 
signal strength information. RADAR estimated  the user’s 
location within  a few meters of  his actual location .  
 

2.5. Computer vision systems : 

There are visual systems who track the people  with multi 
cameras [18] and generate intelligent environment. The 
system uses  two sets of stereo color cameras to track multi 
persons in living rooms. 
Stereo images are used to locate the people and color 
images are used to maintain their identities. The system 
claims a location measurement accuracy of around 10 cm. 
A disadvantage of the system is that ıt uses multiple 
cameras to cover all the corners and oclusions of  indoors. 
Hence it is expensive . 
Another vision based localization system by two cameras is 
given in reference [35]. New feature initialization and 
feature matching techniques are used  with  two cameras to 
locate people. Experimental results  show  that the 3D 
positioning of the objects is more accurate than single 
camera cases. The work was aimed for the development of  
intelligent robots to increase their ability to recognize their 
environment and their  position. 

2.6. Cell Phone positioning system (E- 911) 

Enhanced 911 is a North American based system which 
links the telephone calls with the callers’ positions [19]. 

The caller’s  address and information is displayed for the 
call taker upon the arrival of the call. E-911 technology is 
used by wireless telephones. It will allow emergency 
dispatch centers to process emergency 911 calls and 
provide the number and geographic information from public 
safety service providers. Location of the wireless users are 
found  by location pattern matching (LPM) and time 
difference of arrival (TDOA).  
When a person makes a 911 call using a telephone via 
landlines, the service provider routes the call to the nearest 
public safety answering point (PSAP), which then 
distributes the emergency call to the appropriate service(s) 
with the geographical information   

2.7. Integrated positioning  systems : 

In recent times the positional accuracy was greatly 
improved by using integrated systems. For example, Inertial 
technologies [13] where low cost gyros were used for 
position determination  and error correction were included 
in positining systems.  
Inertial navigation system (INS) and RFID positioning 
methods have been used together to calculate the position of 
the objects. User’s position information is obtained by using 
RFID technique and RSS measurements .This position 
information is integrated with the information obtained 
from INS [31].  Integration of RFID and INS improve 
position determination since the inertial sensors are not 
effected by the signal propagation limitations such as 
obstructions and multipaths. The benefit of this system is 
such that more RSS information collected  a higher 
resolution of positioning is produced. Hence  a probabilistic 
method was used to determine the tag positions .The 
probabilities of the user tag’s positions [32] are calculated 
and given in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14: 3D graph of probabilistic positions of a user tag   (Ref.  32) 

Another technique called finger printing method [7] (FPM) 
is integrated with RFID technique. Best positioning was 
achieved in two stages . In first stage, identified as off–line 
stage. RSS values  and physical coordinates are collected 
from RF transmitters at a reference point and stored in a 
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database which is called fingerprint.  In second stage, 
identified as On-line stage, the mobile user samples the 
RSS pattern  and searches for similar pattern in off-line 
database to find the best possible position [33]. The 
accuracy with this method is around  5m.  It calculates the 
user position according to conditional probabilities of the 
location under certain RSS . The technique is quite accurate  
to deal with instabilities of RSS. This probabilistic  method  
also finds  the best user tag position with respect to RSS 
distribution as shown in  Figure 14. 
Finally, INS/RFID and the finger printing RFID methods 
were integrated to improve the position accuracy further.  
Kalman Filtering algorithm was used [34] to integrate these 
two systems. The accuracy recorded was under  1m.  

3. Comparisons :   

In this paper,variety of currently used  indoor positioning 
systems were studied and their advantages and 
disadvantages were compared  for the reader.  

Table 1,below, was prepared to overview and compare 
various  positional systems.  It was aimed that the reader 
would have a comprehensive view of these  systems and 
would decide which one to use  for his/her purpose. 
If the accuracy  and the cost are the most important 
parameters , then the systems using ultrasonic techniques 
are the desirable systems according to 
Table 1. Ultrasonic and infrared techniques used TOA (time 
of arrival) techniques while the techniques using RF signals 
employed RSS  and triangulation / lateration . 
All the systems  were real time systems and the position 
information was produced in real time. The accuracies  of 
the systems  varied between 2 cm and a few meters .  
data repetation rate was between 1 Hz to 70 Hz  for the RF 
systems. 
On the other hand ,the integrated systems are the most 
promising systems for the future. Their accuracies are 
around  1-2 meters. The technology is easy to apply.                                      
Ultrasonic and Infrared techniques can be integrated with 
RFID techniques. Better indoor planning and positioning of 
the sensors can also coupled with these  techniques to 
increase the  accuracy levels. 

Table 1:  Overview of comparisons between various  positioning  systems 

 
 

system 
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accuracy range signal Data rate principle cost 

  GPS +  + 1-5m global RF 20Hz TOA, lateration High 
Active badge  + + 7cm 5m Infra Red 0.1Hz TOA, lateration moderate 
Active Bat  + + 9cm 50m Ultrasound 75Hz TOA, lateration moderate 
Cricket  + + 2cm 10m Ultrasound 1Hz TOA, lateration Low 
Dolphin  + + 2cm Room scale Ultrasound 20 Hz TOA, lateration Moderate 
Wave LAN  + + 3m Room Scale RF 4Hz RSS, triangulate Moderate 
UWB  + + 10cm 15m RF 1Hz TOA, Moderate 
SPOT ON  + + 3m Room scale RF 2Hz RSS,triangulate Low 
Land Marc  + + 1-2m 50m RF 70Hz RSS,triangulate moderate 
Radar  + + 2-3m Room scale RF 4Hz RSS,triangulate moderate 
Comp vision  + + 10cm Room scale Camera images 3.5Hz Image process High 
Cellphone +  + 50m outdoors RF Tel rate Telephone trunk moderate 
INS/RFID  + + 2m indoors RF 100Hz RSS/INS moderate 
FPM/RFID  + + 1.7m indoors RF 100Hz RSS/INS moderate 
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4. Conclusions : 

The determination of  3D positions of  people and objects in 
indoor enviroment  is an hot topic . People would like to 
know their positions in large buildings to a great accuracy . 
As discussed in this paper there are many attemps to define 
the 2D and 3D positions of objects by using ultrasonic , 
infrared  and RF  technologies. Due to the reduction of the 
cost of RF devices, namely  readers  and tags, the 
positioning  systems using RF technology became more 
attractive.  Active transmitter tags are strategically placed in 
indoor environment. The receiver tags on the objects 
receive  transmissions and calculate their positions in their 
processors. The calculated object coordinates were later 
transmitted to a base station database  to be  visually 
displayed. 
The only problem was the irregular radiation patterns, 
hence the RSS values, due to obstacles along their path. 
These obstacles caused  multiple radiation paths, radiation 
reflections and signal  attenuations. The result was the 
generation of false signal receptions from the receivers. 
This in return degraded the accurate position detection..   
RSS values, arriving from the trannsmitters,  are used  
together with the fixed coordinates of the transmitters to 
determine the positional coordinates of the receiver . 
Triangulation technique was employed in  these 
calculations.  
It can be concluded that integrated systems are emerging as 
the most promising indoor positioning systems. RFID 
technologies will be integrated with other technologies ie. 
Infrared,ultrasonic etc.. and new more accurate systems will 
be developed in near future.   
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